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INTRODUCTION
In the paper we consider a problem Following some ideas from [11] we construct a dual variational method which applies to more general type of nonlinearities than those that are subject to a Palais-Smale type condition. We relate critical values and critical points to the action functional for which (1.1) is the Euler-Lagrange equation and the dual action functional (introduced in the paper and different from the Clarke dual functional) on specially constructed subsets of their domains. A variational approach concerning existence results for a class of problems involving critical and subcritical growth is shown in [2] . Critical point theory in certain Sobolev spaces is used to obtain existence and multiplicity results in sublinear and superlinear cases as well [5] , where the problem is written as with p, / radial in x, / continuous and growth speed rate less than N(p(x) -l)/(N -p(x)) as u -> oo one can find in [16] . Such problems as ours are studied in [3, 7] and these can be applied in elastic mechanics and electrorheological fluid dynamics. Although in both [3] and [7] the problems are not studied in the form which we investigate. See [13, 18] and references therein. In [7] the authors consider the problem denotes the generalised Orlicz-Sobolev space, (see [6, 8] ), while in [3] the equation studied is Both papers deal with sublinear and superlinear nonlinearities. In the sublinear case the direct method of the calculus of variations is used while in the superlinear case they apply the mountain pass geometry by showing that a type of Palais-Smale condition is satisfied.
Our method is based on investigating the primal action functional; that is, a functional for which the original problem is the Euler-lagrange equation and the suitably constructed dual one. The duality relations between the two functionals, derived with the aid of Fenchel-Young conjugacy [4] allows for relating the critical values to both functionals on suitably constructed subsets of their domains. Later we relate the relevant critical points at which the critical values are obtained. When this is done we are in a position to chose a minimising sequence and prove that it is convergent to a solution to the original problem.
The novelty of our approach allows also for considering the stability of solutions. Following some general framework for studying stability of solutions for variational problems in sublinear case [12, 14] , [15] we provide suitable results for the Dirichlet problem involving p(x)-Laplacian problem also. The approach we use has been sketched in the first author's previous work [10] . [3] On the nonlinear Dirichlet problem 383
T H E ASSUMPTIONS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS
In what follows by Cs we denote the best Sobolev constant
Since W o lj>(l) (fi) is continuously embedded into W o lj>~ (ft), [6] and by the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem [1] , we denote by C\ and Ci the following constants
We also assume 
(ft)}. The dual functional J Dk :W^>R reads
Jn for A; = 0 , 1 , . . . . We assume t h a t t h e operator L :
L is a continuous, bounded and strictly monotone operator having (5+) property and being a homeomorphism. 
We consider a set X k such that for all u & X k the relation
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039319
[5]
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exists by Lemma 2.1. Multiplying (2.5) by u(x), calculating integrals and using assumptions (F5) and (Fl) we have for all x € Q. Therefore \u(x)\ ^ d t . Thus u e AT* and we may put
The dual functional Jp k will be considered on a set X k = jt; e W: 3u, u € X k related by (2.4) such that -divu(z) = F*(z,u(z)) and u(x) = ^( x , u ( x ) ) | . 
Jn Jn
Now only the boundedness of the integral / (F*)* (x, -div v(x)) dx remains to be shown. Since (F*)* is convex, we have for almost everywhere x € fi that
where
. From the definition of X* it follows that there exists
By (F2) and (F3) 
We observe that for any u E X k
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039319 [7] On the nonlinear Dirichlet problem 387
On the other hand, for any u € Xk there exists i; € X* such that Fix v e X^.
Jn Jn On the other hand, there exist u p ,u p € Xk, related by (2.4), such that -divu(x) = F*(x,u(x)), available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039319 [8] Therefore
Hence (2.7) holds. This and (2.6) provide
D
We shall use the duality results to derive necessary conditions for the existence of solutions to (1.1). 
Jn Jn Hence Jk(uk) ^ JD k (vk)-By Theorem 2.4 it follows that

Jk{u k ) = inf J k (u)= inf J Dk {v) ^ J Dk (v k ).
[9]
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Jn Jn
By the above and (2.8) it follows that
Hence (2.9) holds. Assertion (2.10) follows by Duality Principle and since
PROOF: First we show that J k is bounded from below on X k . Let us fix A; = 0 , 1 , . . . . By convexity of V, F*, (Fl), and integration by parts we get for any 1) . Due to the fact that X k C X o it follows that the sequence u*}fc^i is bounded in 1/^(0.) and we may choose a weakly convergent subsequence available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039319 [11] On the nonlinear Dirichlet problem 391
in WQ' P^X \Q,) which up to a subsequence may be assumed to be strongly convergent in 1P~ (fi) and thus convergent almost everywhere. We denote its limit by u. By the assumption we may take a subsequence {fci}~! such that lim F*'(x, u(x)) = F°(x,u(x)) weakly in L°°(fi). We denote all the resulting subsequences by the subscript k for simplicity. Due to (2.3) we obtain ess sup This and the definition of
Hence and by the fact that the operator -div ( / V'(-,Vufc())j has (S+) property it follows that {Vut}^! is strongly convergent in W o We shall next prove that By the convexity of F k we get for any
Since u k -»• u strongly in 1^( 0 ) and F*(-,u(-)) ->• F°(-,u(-)) weakly in L«^(fi) we easily get that
We further observe that for all a ^ 6, a, 6 6 R and almost everywhere x 6 ft. We observe that assumptions F4, F5, F6 are obviously satisfied. Indeed, exactly as in [9] we may prove that operator available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700039319
is monotone and by its definition it follows that it is radially continuous and coercive. We need to write V explicitly 
and it is Caratheodory function, convex in u. Of course F u is also Caratheodory, such that 
